Generator Rewind Kits

PCT provides most of the commonly replaced components required in rewinding generator rotors and stators and maintains a full compliment of raw materials used for commonly replaced components.

Typical Rotor-Replacement Parts
- copper-bore components: terminals, nuts, seals
- collector assemblies
- slot cells
- turn insulation
- permanent blocking
- retaining-ring insulation

Typical Stator-Replacement Parts
- support rings
- support cones
- mica tape
- blocking
- filler
- ripple spring
- conforming materials

- Reverse engineering, on-site or at PCT
- Rapid delivery
- Experienced generator-design engineers with ‘State-of-the-Art’ materials

Backed by

**PCT Knowledge** — industry-wide recognized engineering capabilities Power Generator OEM manufacturers worldwide spec *PCT Power Generation Products*

**PCT Experience** — with over 200 years combined know-how
Extensive background with power generator components

**PCT Proven Performance** — world-class manufacturing
We produce what we design, with state-of-the-art, efficient manufacturing processes